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SOULWORK – the practice of centering
Find resources for spiritual practice at wbuuc.org/themes.

To see the current issue of Show Your Soul, visit wbuuc.org/show-your-soul.
photo by WBUUC member Karen Dahl

Return again, return again, return to the home of your Soul.
Return to who you are, return to what you are,
return to where you are born and reborn again.
					
- Shlomo Carlbach
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From the Minister| Reverend Shay MacKay

Reverend Shay MacKay
Interim Assistant Minister
shay@wbuuc.org

I remember Sunday mornings as
a child, after getting dressed up
and ready for church, sitting down
at the kitchen table to fill out my
tithing envelope. I had a box of
them that were all my own, with
my name printed on the front and
a space for me to fill in the date. I
would carefully take money out of
my piggy bank, mindful of what
felt “right” to give, and seal it into
the envelope, which then went
into mom’s purse for safe keeping.
When offertory came around in the
service, I would proudly place my
envelope in the basket as it passed
by, knowing that I was contributing
what I could to the work of
the church.
I wish I could say that I stayed that
financially generous as I got older,
but I soon left the church, and then
went through periods of economic
ups and downs throughout my 20’s
and 30’s. And somewhere along
the way I stopped believing that
my small contributions mattered.
I stopped believing that they
mattered to whatever organization
was asking for money—and I
stopped believing that being
generous somehow also benefitted
me in any sort of spiritually
significant way.
www.wbuuc.org

Last week, I was driving home from
work and came to a stoplight in
Saint Paul. Just outside my window
was a man with a sign that said,
“Veteran. Homeless. Anything
helps. God Bless.” It was 9 degrees
outside that day, though the sun
was shining. At first, I averted my
eyes—I didn’t have any cash on me,
nothing I could give. Laying on
the seat beside me was a new pair
of warm winter gloves. Generosity
comes in many forms. So, I rolled
down my window and handed
them to the man.

“Then I found a faith
that moves me—
moves my soul to
grow and my body
to act.”
This is soulwork. Opening our eyes
to the world around us and then
figuring out how the values we hold
most deeply within us inspire us to
be. These values are our center, the
core of us from which we reach out
into the world and affect everything.
I don’t know about you, but for me
it’s never easy to “give generously.”
Especially when money is tight.
Our society values independence,
self-sufficiency, making a profit.
We have legitimate concerns about
socking everything away in savings
for college educations, downpayments on houses, retirement
funds, emergency medical
expenses. What is it that offers me
a different perspective? Where do
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I find messages of abundance and
interdependence and love? Where
do I go to feed my soul so that
it grows stronger and brighter—
strong and bright enough to center
me in my belief that we are all in
this together, taking care of each
other, creating the world we all
want to live in?
When I was a child, the answer to
these questions was most certainly
“church.” For many years, in my
young adulthood, it wasn’t. Then
I found a faith that moves me—
moves my soul to grow and my
body to act. The homeless veteran
on the corner doesn’t care what it
was that moved me to give him a
pair of warm gloves, but I do. I care
because I know that if I give to this
church then the work of growing
our souls and serving the world
will continue.
Sometimes, I wish we had little
pledge envelopes for us all
to put our money into every
Sunday—crisp and white or
recycled and rainbow-colored—
instead of the automated on-line
unmindful recurring debit from
some imaginary pile of money.
Sometimes, I wish that we could
think carefully about how much,
and why, we wanted to be generous
with our finances every week rather
than just once a year, especially
when money is tight.
What is it that makes up the center
of you? What is the work your soul
is asking you to do? And where is it
that helps you discern and do these
things? Maybe for you the answer
isn’t “church.” Maybe it’s time to
reconsider that.
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From the President | Mark King
was not a throwaway line, he is very
serious about that duty—we tithe
10% of our income to charity, and
White Bear UU Church gets the
majority. We did not start tithing
overnight, rather we built up to it
over several years.
Mark King
2017-18 President
president@wbuuc.org

A couple of weeks ago Jonathan
Lubin, my loving husband, gave
his “This I Believe” sermonette
explaining why he regards himself
as religious but not spiritual. He
spoke these words: “Religious duties
are exactly those that give me the
most pleasure. Writing a check to a
worthy charity, for instance.” That

As we come into March and
our annual pledge campaign, a
frequent question is “How much
should I give?” Well, you could
tithe (hint, hint), but we know
that every family has their own
circumstances to consider. One of
the more useful recommendations for
annual pledging is to recognize the
seriousness of this commitment—
the church, its ministers and staff,
and your fellow congregants are
depending on you to do your part.

A commitment of that magnitude
deserves a pledge at a level high
enough that requires you to give it in
monthly installments. As your pledge
represents your continuing support
of this church, that support needs to
come in all year long. If you can pay
off your pledge with a single check,
it’s probably too low.
You responded to the Special
Campaign, designed to pay for
HVAC upgrades and pay down our
mortgage, with a generosity that
exceeded our target. This year, we
ask that you again be as generous,
because this time it is about people,
our ministers and staff, who we rely
on to keep WBUUC a place of refuge
in troubling and confusing times.

Upcoming Events | Spring Holiday Services & Snowbird Reunion
SPRING HOLIDAY SERVICES
Holy Week is not a moment marked on many
Unitarian Universalist calendars, and yet our hearts
still beat to ancient, sacred rhythms. In story and
song, with candle-lit prayers on one night and glad
celebration on a spring Sunday morning, we will
mark the turning of the year with old traditions
reinvented, and fresh reverence for old, abiding mysteries:
the resurrection of the tender land after winter’s dying, the
sacred dance of sorrow and new hope, the miracle (is there any other word?) of
restoration when it seems that all is lost.
On Thursday evening, March 29, THE CIRCLE OF LAMENTS will weave
the beautiful threads of the Christian Maundy Thursday rite together with the
Buddhist practice of tonglen and the wisdom way of the labyrinth path. On
Sunday morning, April 1, we’ll sing the lovely Easter hymns, share stories old and
new and celebrate with joyful music. Come join us—for lo, the winter is past.
The Circle of Laments Thursday, March 29 at 7:30pm
Readings, music and a labyrinth walk, open to all. This somber service may not be
suitable for children.
Note: This year, we are not holding a Freedom Seder. We look forward to
offering it next year when our ministry staffing is restored.
www.wbuuc.org
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SNOWBIRD REUNION
If you or others you know expect
to fly away this winter to warmer
climes, or if you’ve already done so,
please let us know. Your Board and
Lead Minister hope to welcome
you back in May with a “Snowbird
Reunion.” We’ll share a lovely meal
together and bring you up to date
on all that’s been happening here at
WBUUC while you were gone.
Contact Victoria Safford
(vsafford@wbuuc.org) and we
will put you, or your friends,
on the invitation list for the
Snowbird Reunion on
Sunday evening, May 20.
No parkas, snowshoes, mukluks,
or mittens allowed! We hope you’ll
bring news of other UU congregations
you’ve visited, and allow us to warmly
welcome you home.
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Religious Education | Homework/Soulwork

Nico Van Ostrand
Religious Education Assistant
reassistant@wbuuc.org

Recently a friend shared a video with
me titled “If Gandhi Took a Yoga
Class.” The video is hilarious and
a little bit irreverent, and delivers
biting critique of the way yoga has
been commodified and divorced
from spirituality and historical
context. America has a history of
taking things it likes from around
the world, sucking out the essence,
removing the context, and throwing
it into the market with a juicy price
tag. It’s a good business model, but
a terrible soulwork practice. So in a
world of apps, designer yoga pants,
and expensive classes, how can we
find space for taking care of the soul?
On Wednesday nights, I spend an
hour or so in the Soulwork room
with a handful of children. We light
the chalice, talk about the monthly
theme, and share what we’re bringing
into the space from the week.
Following our little ritual, everyone
is invited to explore the stations, all
of which are intended to help kiddos
practice centering. When creating
some new stations in the room, I
wanted to be especially mindful of
the context from which our practices
come. But I also wanted to make the
practices fun and interesting to kids
even as young as 3 years old.
So the posters about Qi, for example,
feature pictures of Chinese folks
www.wbuuc.org

practicing Tai Chi and Qigong. They
also feature pictures of Yoda, and an
explanation of Qi in terms of the
Force from Star Wars.

everything else. This child also enjoys
creating intricate structures with
blocks, each week attempting a new
spire or bridge.

I made posters with descriptions
and pictures of Buddhist monks
creating and then destroying colorful
and intricate sand mandalas. Those
posters hang on the wall above a
basket filled with glass markers.
The markers can be used to draw
a design or picture on the mirror
in our Soulwork room, with the
understanding that the design will be
wiped away at the end of the evening,
just like the sand mandalas.

A recent addition to the Soulwork
room is a singing bowl from Nepal,
which sits on a small cushion.
One Wednesday, the singing bowl
was included in an impromptu
percussion soulwork station, much
to the delight of the adults meeting
next door.

“But what all of
these practices
really boil down to
is creating space to
find breath.
Inhale. Exhale.
Something we do
every day...”

For one child, there is no better place
to find centering than snuggled up
in our quiet corner, reading a book
or hugging a stuffed animal. In
this corner there are “Calm Down
Cards,” tips for deep breathing, and
a tent which limits sensory input and
provides an escape from some of the
busier energies in the room.
For another child, the challenge
of building the biggest paper
airplane EVER brings focus and
determination, blocking out
4

Some of these practices are not
exactly traditional. For a few of them,
their centering qualities may not
be immediately clear. And certainly
some of them are as jarring to some
people as they are centering to others.
But what all of these practices really
boil down to is creating space to find
breath. Inhale. Exhale. Something we
do every day; something we must do
constantly in order to survive.
Something many of us spend very
little time thinking about. Every
single practice in the Soulwork room
teaches kids how to pay attention to
their breath, or provides them with
the space to slow down and breathe.
By seeking out solitude.
By concentrating on creating.
By tapping along to the rhythm of
the universe.
No apps, no designer clothes,
no classes necessary. We are all
constantly breathing, in all sorts of
places. You’re breathing right now. So
what’s stopping you from practicing
soulwork right now?
Inhale. Exhale. Repeat.
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Social Justice | Committed to Reducing Gun Violence
Rev. Nancy Nord Bence, has inspired
us to step out of our comfort zones to
do the important work of dialoguing
with those who may be reluctant to
promote common sense gun laws.

Lori Delahunt
Social Action Committee
justice@wbuuc.org

Did you know that more
Minnesotans died from gun violence
in 2016 than from opioid use or
traffic fatalities? WBUUC’S Gun
Sense Action Group stays up-to-date
on legislation proposed in the
Minnesota House and Senate related
to gun ownership. We have aligned
ourselves with, and happily support,
Protect Minnesota, the only statebased gun safety organization. Protect
Minnesota’s executive director, the

In taking advantage of the
training opportunities offered
by Protect Minnesota, we have
gained confidence in lobbying
our legislators at the state capitol.
Having developed our own short,
personalized messages about why this
topic stirs us individually, and armed
with jaw-dropping facts validated
by Protect Minnesota, we can speak
to our representatives or neighbors
about the need to promote universal
background checks or the danger
of allowing Stand Your Ground
legislation to pass in our state.
We have enjoyed the camaraderie
of members of national groups

such as Moms Demand Action and
Everytown for Gun Safety while
participating in rallies at the capitol
or attending press conferences.
Our combined numbers were hard
to ignore last year as we witnessed
discussion of two dangerous bills that
would have loosened our gun laws.
Unfortunately, we expect these or
similar bills to be introduced again
this year.
The Gun Sense Action Group will
host the WBUUC Wednesday Night
Forum at on March 21 from 6:307:30pm. Nancy Nord Bence will
discuss the legislation we will work to
defeat this session, along with new,
positive bills whose passage we will
promote. Our goal is to facilitate
effective ways to reach representatives
in a variety of formats, and to
encourage you to join us in this
important work.

Social Justice | Volunteering for Interfaith Action

Sue Kubik
Social Action Committee,
justice@wbuuc.org

Last summer, Interfaith Action of
Greater St. Paul asked our church
to provide one or two volunteers for
their new initiative, Opportunity
St. Paul (OSP). OSP was created to
work with volunteers interested in
strengthening economic mobility
and reducing poverty. As an OSP
volunteer, I had an initial choice of
www.wbuuc.org

7 different nonprofit organizations
to work with, including such tasks
as helping immigrant women find
work, reading books to elementary
children in public schools, or the
task I chose, working with high
school juniors and seniors to develop
leadership within their communities
as volunteers at the Amherst
H. Wilder Foundation’s Youth
Leadership Institute (YLI).
YLI has 40 students from high
schools in St. Paul and Roseville who
work in cultural groups and action
teams, meeting two days per week
after school. The students come from
a variety of cultures and many of
them and/or their parents were not
born in the US. As a volunteer, my
job is to help the Wilder staff with
5

the cultural group gathering, sharing
experiences in large and small group
settings. The students comprise many
different cultures, including Hmong,
Karen,Vietnamese, Somali, Hispanic,
and others.
Interfaith Action also holds dinner
meetings every other month to offer
support and encouragement to the
volunteers. Guest speakers offer
insights into working with diverse
populations, offering varied faith-based
speakers discussing how work with
people from backgrounds different
from your own can be rewarding and
beneficial to all involved.
If you are interested in learning
more, please contact me at
sue.kubik@gmail.com.
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A Congregation of Generous People | How Church Needs Turn into a Budget
Each year in March you are asked
to renew your pledge to support the
church. Have you ever wondered how
the church sets the budget?
The process begins each fall when
each of 16 committees or groups
are asked how much money is
required to support their work in the
following year. Often they provide
two numbers: one that will cover the
basic necessities for the committee
to function, and another aspirational
number to cover what they would
really like to accomplish.
The three largest expense areas for
budgeting are Building Operations,
Administrative (including all
personnel expenses), and Financial
Oversight for accounting
and insurance.
Next, together with our Lead
Minister and key staff, the Board
works with our church treasurer

to create a first draft of a budget
and to set a pledge goal for March.
This year the goal includes filling
two important staff roles that are
now vacant: Assistant Minister and
Membership Director (the new
position will become Director of
Congregational Community).

This limits the programming and care
we can offer and means that we have
not been able to guarantee some of
the most basic benefits to our Lead
Minister, promised in our contract
and our covenant with her—benefits
like one day off each week and annual
time away. We can change this!

Once the pledge results are known at
the end of March, the Board updates
the plan based on what the pledges
will support for the next year. This
final budget is then approved by our
members at the Annual Meeting
in May.

Whether your gift is large or small,
brand new, continuing, or even
nothing at all, a timely return
of the your pledge card saves us
the suffering of uncertainty. Visit
www.wbuuc.org/pledge today.

Pledging in March is vital to help
the Board know what funds are
available to finalize the church’s
operating plan. Our basic needs
budget relies on an average of $2500
per member household.
Our congregation is seriously understaffed, especially at the ministry level.

Our congregation is supported
financially by the
deliberate
generosity
of members
and friends.
To learn
more and to
contribute, visit
www.wbuuc.org/pledge.

Grow Your Soul and Serve the World | Coming in May
Mother Loss Retreat
Sunday, May 6 | 1-4pm
It has been observed that it is in the
loss of someone that we begin to take
in the full measure of meaning this
person has held in our life. For every
one, it is its own journey. And for
many people, the death of a mother
is a launch into this poignant task.
Grounded in it is our own story and
life narrative … our stories begin
with our mother. This workshop is
intended to acknowledge the imprint
of our mothers in our lives, and to
honor the grief and healing that
follows in the loss of a mother. Using
poetry and prose, information and
dialogue, our hope is that together
we create an experience of comfort,
www.wbuuc.org

strength and gratitude in sharing
this common, yet extraordinary
life experience. Participants in this
workshop are invited to bring a
picture of their mother. Facilitators: Jo
Ford, MSE and Sheryl Niebuhr, PhD.
RESCHEDULED! Gender 101:
Fostering Justice, Equity, and
Compassion for All Genders
Sunday, May 20 | 12:30-2:30pm
With trans people experiencing
unprecedented momentum as well
as dangerous backlash in their fight
for safety, visibility, and acceptance,
making our communities truly
accessible and welcoming to people
of all genders is more important than
ever. In this lively and informative
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workshop, we'll start with the
basics and cover vital knowledge
for understanding gender diversity
along with "dos and don'ts" you can
start practicing today to help build
a safe, equitable world for people of
all genders.
Facilitators:
Catherine Charles Hammond is a
Minneapolis-based writer, musician,
and performer whose work explores
queer identity.
Rev. Karen Hering is consulting
literary minister, rooted at Unity
Church-Unitarian, St. Paul,
and author of Writing to Wake
the Soul: Opening the Sacred
Conversation Within.
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Update | The 2018 Search Continues!
I am grateful this winter to be
spending many hours in the company
of the Assistant Minister Search
Committee. Gathered in the fall and
appointed by your Board, they are
serving in an advisory capacity, helping
me discern the best possible match for
our vacant ministry position.
The Search Committee consists
of 3 past Presidents, 2 younger
members with less than 3 years at
WBUUC, an active non-member
friend of our congregation who is
himself a retired minister in the
United Methodist Church, and a
former Board member who also
served on the search committee who
helped hire Luke Stevens-Royer.
This is a powerhouse team, but more
than their credentials, I value their
passion. I am inspired, instructed,
and moved by their devotion not
only to our church, but to our faith.

This search team is seeking a leader to
partner with me, and with you, in a
time when our Unitarian Universalist
voice is needed more than ever,
bringing fierce, courageous love to
the work of transformation. They are
seeking a minister who will hit the
ground running, and hold the work
with us with joy and dedication.
We have narrowed a field of more
than a dozen candidates to 3
now, each of whom we’ll bring to
Minnesota for weekend interviews.
These ministers are strong and ready,
and it’s powerful to hear them tell
us why WBUUC looks exciting to
them. If all goes well, we will make an
offer and announce our new Assistant
Minister to you in April; they will
start their work on August 1.
At the same time, I’m working with
Amy Peterson Derrick to finalize

the role description for a new, full
time Director of Congregational
Community. This job combines
“membership ministry” (connecting
new and longtime members to one
another and to meaningful service)
with the deepest components of
youth ministry (the Coming of Age
program, youth worship, and the
Boston heritage and UU identity
journey). A small team of youth and
parents will advise us in choosing the
best candidate for this role (either
a minister or a talented lay leader).
It feels like a lot—2 new full time
people—but in fact, these hires will
restore our staff team to its 2014
capacity—just about sufficient for the
size and vibrancy of the congregation
in this moment. Thank you for your
generosity in supporting a budget
that is visionary, responsible and fair.

~Victoria

Music & Art | Attaining and Scattering
Both these sayings came into being
around the same time, somewhere
between the 6th and 5th century
B.C.E. Material wealth must have
been an issue back then to have two
disparate cultures come up with a
very similar saying.
Thaxter Cunio
Director of Music
thaxter@wbuuc.org

One who attains has little. One who
scatters has much.

~ Lao-Tzu
There is one who scatters, yet
increases more;
And there is one who withholds more
than is right,
But it leads to poverty.

~ Proverbs 11:24
www.wbuuc.org

This being pledge month, you can
assume you know where this column
is heading, but I’m going to take a
different tack. Instead of telling you
why you should pledge, I’m going to
tell you why I pledge. Here are three
reasons that move me to give:
• I’ve worked for non-profit
organizations all my life and like the
idea of not-for-profit.
• Our church life is so unique
compared to the hubbub of
7

regular life. We all need this sacred
atmosphere more than we will
ever know.
• I believe in supporting
programming that enhances
lives and wellbeing: the sermons,
religious education, social and
environmental justice, and music, to
name a few.
We all have modules of the mind
built into us from natural selection.
We have immediate gratification
modules of attaining something as
well as long-term modules, what
I like to call “legacy thinking,” of
scattering something. What’s the
stronger choice? Which module of
the mind will you choose?
Let the scattering begin!
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Looking Ahead
Saturday, Mar. 3		
7:30pm
Sunday, Mar. 4				
Sunday, Mar. 11				
Sunday, Mar. 11		
12:30pm
Sunday, Mar. 11		
4:00pm		
Wednesday, Mar. 21			
Thursday, Mar. 29
7:00pm		

Joyful Noise: The OK Factor
Pledge Campaign Begins
Daylight Savings Time Begins
Membership II Class
Show Your Soul: A Gathering
No Choir Rehearsal
Circle of Laments

Welcome Table Wednesdays

Every Week | 5:30pm Dinner | 6:30pm Forum
Mar. 7 | Immigration Forum: Scarlett Gonzalez Mejia | Scarlett Gonzalez
Mejia, Sexual Assault Advocate at CLUES (Comunidades Latinas Unidas En
Servicio) will share her personal experiences immigrating to United States and
other topics such as race, ethnicity, and xenophobia.
Mar. 14 | Global Climate Change Committee presents George Boody
George Boody of the Land Stewardship Project will discuss carbon
sequestration in the soil based on methods of sustainable agriculture.
Mar. 21 | Promoting Sensible Gun Laws | The Gun Sense Action Group will
bring attendees up to date on current and proposed gun legislation in the state
and provide concrete advice on how to contact and influence their legislators.
Mar. 28 | Matt Horn from People, Inc. | People, Inc. is a nonprofit
organization that serves people in the Minneapolis and Saint Paul metro
area, supporting mental health and wellness in our community through
collaboration and integration of care.
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A Month of Sundays
March 4
The Home of the Soul
Reverend Victoria Safford
with music from the Choir,
directed by Thaxter Cunio
March 11
The World Is Before You
Reverend Victoria Safford
with music from
Carol Caouette, featured musician
March 18
Reverend Victoria Safford
with music from the Choir,
directed by Thaxter Cunio
March 25
Center and Open
Reverend Shay MacKay
Jarrelle Barton, guzheng/Chinese zither and
Carol Caouette, hymn pianist
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*Data compiled February 2018.
Ministers and staff represent
FTE employees. Congregations
requested to remain anonymous.

A glimpse of
current staffing
at WBUUC
versus similar
Unitarian
Universalist
congregations*
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Whoops-a-Daisy! We can change this! Pledge Today!
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

05

12
9:30am People
Incorporated
12pm Second Monday
Discussion Group
7pm Women's Book
Group

19
10am Theme Circles

26

04
9am & 11am Worship Services
9am & 11am Religious Education
10:10am Youth Choir Rehearsal
12:30pm Wellspring

11
Daylight Savings Time Begins
9am & 11am Worship Services
9am & 11am Religious Education
12:30pm Membership II
12:30pm Gallery Committee

18
9am & 11am Worship Services
9am & 11am Religious Education
10:10am Youth Choir Rehearsal
12:30pm Wellspring
12:30pm Theme Circles

25
9am & 11am Worship Services
9am & 11am Religious Education
10:10am Youth Choir Rehearsal

07
5pm Rehearsal: Harmonia
5:30pm Youth Programming
5:30pm Wednesday Night Dinner
6:15pm Choir Rehearsal
6:30pm Homework/Soulwork
6:30pm Religious Education Committee
6:30pm Wednesday Night Forum
7:15pm Board Meeting
7:30pm Endowment Committee
13
14
10am Caregiver Support 4pm Theme Team
Group
5:30pm Wednesday Night Dinner
7pm Adult Children of
5:30pm Youth Programming
Alcoholics
6:15pm Parents' Group
7pm Men's Group
6:15pm Choir Rehearsal
6:30pm Homework/Soulwork
6:30pm Wednesday Night Forum
6:30pm Nominations & Leadership
7:30pm Social Action Committee
20
21
12:30pm Men's Group
No Choir Rehearsal
1pm Theme Circle
5pm Rehearsal: Harmonia
7pm Adult Children of
5:30pm Youth Programming
Alcoholics
5:30pm Wednesday Night Dinner
7pm Shamanic Drumming 6pm Pastoral Care
and Journeying
6:30pm Homework/Soulwork
6:30pm Theme Circles
6:30pm Wednesday Night Forum
6:30pm Food Insecurity Work Group
7pm Financial Oversight Committee
7:30pm Worship Advisory Council
27
28
7pm - 9pm
5:30pm Youth Programming
Adult Children of
5:30pm Wednesday Night Dinner
Alcoholics
6:15pm Choir Rehearsal
7pm - 9pm
6:30pm Homework/Soulwork
Men's Group
6:30pm Wednesday Night Forum
7pm Financial Oversight Committee
7:15pm Executive Committee
8pm Young Adult After Hours

06
12:30pm Men's Group
7pm Adult Children of
Alcoholics
7pm WomenSpirit
Spirituality Group

For more current information, visit www.wbuuc.org/calendar.

Sunday

March

09
Church Closed

Friday

2
Church Closed

23
Church Closed

29
30
7:30pm Circle of Laments Church Closed
Youth to Boston

22

15
16
9/11 Memorial
Church Closed
Scholarship Application
Deadline
11am Third Thursday 60+
Group

Thursday

1
1:30pm Women in
Transition
2pm Land Stewardship
Committee
08

31

24

17

Saturday

0j,h3
4:30pm Family Skate
Event
7:30pm Joyful Noise: The
OK Factor
10
9am Cookie Bake
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